Unusual sequence of immunoglobulin L-chain rearrangements in a gamma heavy chain disease patient.
Patients with gamma heavy chain disease (gamma-HCD) generally produce incomplete immunoglobulin (Ig) gamma-heavy chains (gamma-HCD protein) which cannot associate with light chains (IgL). In most patients Bence Jones proteins (BJP) are not observed. However, in the 61-year-old patient WIN we found gamma l-HCD proteins and lambda BJP in serum and urine. WIN gamma l-HCD protein does not carry the Ig Fd region, has a molecular weight of 33.5 kDa, and the seven N-terminal amino acid residues are not translated from any of the known immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH) gene sequences. These residues are followed by the C gamma l-hinge region. In DNA from peripheral blood lymphocytes of patient WIN we found bands representing dominant rearrangements in one of the two alleles of the IgH, Ig kappa and Ig lambda locus. Taken together, the data from protein and DNA analysis strongly suggest, albeit do not formally prove, that one dominant B-cell clone which carries a rearranged and a non-rearranged allele of each Ig locus produces gamma-HCD protein and lambda BJP. The productive lambda-gene rearrangement in this clone thus has not been preceded by abortive rearrangements in both kappa-locus alleles. Lymphocytes with an unusual sequence of IgL-chain gene activation seem to be involved in the case of gamma-HCD described here.